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Dev/Mission would like to thank everyone who has supported our work as we have adapted our programs and offered additional support to help our youth and their families during the pandemic.

Because Dev/Mission is a trusted provider in public housing communities, we have been able to leverage our position and network during this crisis to quickly and efficiently deliver support to the public housing communities where we operate. We are particularly grateful to the following partners for their generous support.
**DONATIONS**

**Crown Castle**
Donated $25,000 so that we could provide tablets to youth who did not have a device and would have been excluded from education and other opportunities now offered exclusively online.

**The San Francisco Foundation**
Provided $15,000 grant for families to use on groceries and supplies, who lost their income due to COVID 19.

**Latino Community Foundation**
Gave $10,000 through the Love not Fear Fund to support Dev/Mission’s relief and recovery efforts, organizational capacity, and technology access centering on the needs of Latino and undocumented families in San Francisco during COVID.

**Wells Fargo**
Provided a $5,000 grant to support our STEM Occupational Skills Training (OST) Bootcamp program as we transitioned to a virtual format.
IN THE COMMUNITIES

Dev/Mission purchased and distributed **125 tablets to youth** who were part of our STEAM Hub After-School program in Bayview–Hunters Point East–West and Westbrook. The youth and their families were very happy and thankful to receive these much-needed tablets.

We distributed close to **100 computers to low-income families and nonprofits** through our youth-led refurbishment program in partnership with the Mayor’s Office of Housing and Community Development. There is a great need right now for computers, desktops, laptops, and tablets. We have over 2,500 requests for computers and we are always accepting donations of desktops, laptops, and tablets that are no longer needed so we can refurbish them and redistribute to families in need.

We distributed **$75 checks to 150 of our clients** and **$100 checks to all Dev/Mission staff and contractors**. After distributing the checks, we received the following messages:
“Thank you very much for this help. Definitely much needed since work is limited. Hope all is well with everyone including you Leo. Once again, thank you very much to you and to Latino Community Foundation”

Aly Rivas
Dev/Mission Participant
“I want to say thank you so much for what Dev/Mission and the San Francisco Foundation are doing to support us throughout these tough times. Thank you for your support, I was able to buy groceries that are much needed it; I appreciate it”

Maria J Garcia
Dev/Mission Participant
“I am very grateful for your financial assistance. Thank you again Latino Community Foundation for helping me and other people to get through our current crisis.”

Haikel
Dev/Mission Participant
“I’ve just picked up the check from my mailing address. Thank you so much for your support. I’ve been growing plants and fruit in community gardens around the Bay, and foraging around the Bay. Thank you so much for both the San Francisco Foundation and Dev/Mission; this check will allow me to buy some very necessary items.”

Allegra Lay
Dev/Mission Participant
OUR PROGRAM
Dev/Mission is continuing to offer our core program, the STEM OST Bootcamp in a virtual format. We have successfully delivered three 12-week Spring, Summer and Fall 2020 cohorts. One benefit of moving to a virtual curriculum is that our program can reach more youth since anyone who has internet and computer access can join the program. In 2020 we had students apply from Los Angeles, Santa Cruz, Sacramento, Vallejo, Richmond, Santa Clara, San Diego, Texas and New York.

We have also opened up our STEM Hub in the Bayview Hunters Point West Area to support the DCYF Community Learning Hub that offers a space for Middle Schoolers to complete their distance learning program this spring.
THE FUTURE

Dev/Mission anticipates continuing virtual delivery of services in Spring and Summer 2021 until the state and local guidance allows for in-person training. Dev/Mission is actively raising funds and seeking donations of computer equipment in order to ensure that all fall clients are able to access the training virtually. We will continue to adapt our programs and provide additional support as needed for the communities we serve.

We want to thank everyone that has supported our Covid-19 Efforts to continue to serve young adults ages 16-24 so they can continue to pursue their journey to become the next generation of tech talent. Leo Sosa, Founder and CEO.
THANK YOU FOR THE SUPPORT!

To learn more about how to continue to support Dev/Mission during Covid-19 in 2021:
Call 415.572.3947 or email leo@devmission.org